How to hang your stained glass art piece. p. 1
For your convenience we have included six feet of clear fish line and a hook.
You may use the fish line to hang your stained glass art piece, or you may choose another option of your own.
This is the method we use in both the home gallery and store front galleries.
This page describes how to attach the included fish line to your new stained glass.
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There will be two wire
loops soldered to your
glass piece. Thread the
line through one of the
loops

Next, thread the fish
line through the second
loop. The fish line
should now be threaded
through both loops
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Feed the two
ends of the
fish line
through the
loop making
a knot.
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Now, from the center of
the lower part of the fish
line triangle bring the
fish line up to the knot.
You have created a
“doubling” of the line. It
is from here you will
hang your stained glass
art piece.
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Pull the knot tight. You
can double knot, if you
choose, but it is not
necessary.
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Bring each end of the fish line
together and place them in
your hand. When you stretch
the line it will form a triange.

The finished knot

Hanging notes
For very large pieces or if desiring to hang piece in an area or manner different than we have
discussed, we are happy to advise.
Do not hang in drywall. Only hang your piece from a secure location.
Do not use suction cups to support a hanging window piece.
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Holding the two ends of
the fish line and make a
loop.

Fishline . After tying knot, DO NOT “trim” any excess fishline close to the knot itself.

Please note: Hanging you stained glass piece is your responsibility and risk. Stained
Glass Artistry assumes NO liability for any damage and/or injury that may occur by any
failure associated with the installation and/or hanging of your stained glass art piece.
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Hook screwed into window frame

Advantages of doubled fish line:
Strength
Almost invisible

